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• Narrative Report
• Archival Historical Documents 
• Project Database 

• Road Petitions, County Commissioner 
Minutes, and Road Maintenance Records

• Franklin County Records 

• Historic Maps 
• County Records: 

• U.S. National Archives:
• U.S. Bureau of Land Management
• U.S. General Land Office

• Idaho State Archives:

Our findings revealed the existence of the road segment dated back to the late nineteenth century. Furthermore, 
SHRA research demonstrated that the county had managed and maintained the road for decades in a variety of 
ways, including grading, scraping, dragging and plowing. SHRA’s findings were crucial in determining the road 
segment qualified as a public road and resolving the controversial status of the road.

In order to provide a comprehensive historical understanding of the road in question, SHRA’s research 
methodology dictated an assessment of the road’s entirety, including its path outside county boundaries. 
However, the final report and its conclusions focused on the portion of the road that was the subject of the 
county’s possible abandonment. To determine the road’s origin, SHRA researchers used records held at the 
National Archives as well as county-level records, General Land Office records, and historic maps. By using 
a variety of records, SHRA researchers provided the county with the detailed story needed to make their 
decision.

In 2015, Franklin County in southeastern Idaho hired SHRA to conduct historical research on a particular 
segment of road within the county limits in order to resolve a dispute between private land owners and the 
county. Specifically, SHRA was asked to explore whether or not the portion of the road in question was within 
the public or private domain, and whether it existed prior to privatization. SHRA’s research would help the 
county determine if the road would qualify as a public road under the 1866 Mining Law’s Revised Statute (RS) 
2477.
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